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Brazillian Keratin Treatment

You're so vein

My three-year-old daughter, who is currently into body adornment with
felt-tip pens, recently looked at my legs and thought it was hysterically
funny that I, too, had taken up her favourite craze. I hadn't. She had
caught sight of the much-loathed spider veins on my thighs, which to
the innocent eye look exactly like random scribbles.

No matter how toned your body or how perfect your nails, if you
suffer from spider or varicose veins, you will often feel an element of
self-consciousness when you disrobe at the beach or pool, and mav
think twice about minidresses, shorts or skirts. Friends and familv
may be kind and say they don't notice them. But I do. And I
hate them.

Spider veins are thin, reddish-purpl ish l ines beneatn
the skin that look like spiders and are usually found on
legs; varicose veins are raised and lumpy and often
appear behind the knees and down the calves.
Both sorts, according to Dr Tse from the Veno
Clinic in Central, are caused by leaky or broken
valves in the vein.

t'When veins are working efficiently, valves
within the vein stop the blood travelling
backwards. If these valves break down for
whatever reason, the blood goes in the wrong
direction and the vein becomes dilated, which
is when it becomes noticeable," he explains.

The good news is you can get rid of them
with a process called scelotherapy. "It is quite
simple," explains Dr Tse. "We inject a medicine
to shut off the damaged veins. It has the same
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function as surgery but there's no scarring and it's
much less invasive." Scelotherapy is performed with a
very fine needle and is similar, painwise, to the initial prick
of an injection followed by a slight burning sensation.

Laser treatment is available for spider veins but Dr Tse feels
the results aren't as good as scelotherapy; the laser is only applied to
the skin's surface so doesn't treat the deeper problem. It can also leave
a scar and hurt.

'tThese treatments are very very safe but they are medical
procedures and all medical procedures carry risks,,. Dr Tse says.
"For example, a patient could be allergic to the medicine we use In
scelotherapy but that would be one in a mil l ion."

Deeply unsexy surgical stockings need to be worn for about a
fotnight so it's worth planning ahead and going for your proceoure
during colder months when they can be hidden under trousers. Me, I 'm
tempted to give it a go this winter - and say goodbye to biro legs.

Dr Tse operates out of the Veno Clinic, Suite 1qffi==C S
n-gg.q. qg$gi, Ce n tra l, zg tO 6220 | conact@vG n o. co m. h k,
www.veno.com.hk. Treatments are evaluated on an individual
basis and price depends on the severity ofthe condition.
Scelotherapy is a few thousand dollarc; varicose vein removal
from $10,000.
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